Midnight Scans is now recruiting for the following positions:
+ Editors (Cleaners and Typesetters)
+ Proofreaders

Projects that Need Help:
- Megane no Koiwazurai
- Puri x Puri
- Kinjirareta Koi ni Ochite
- Tsume wo Tatete Kami ni Chigire
- Various other shoujo series

Come apply at http://midnight-scans.net/ or drop us an e-mail at midnight.scans@gmail.com

We hope to hear from you soon!
Recently.

I've been getting the feeling...

that I am being watched.

WE'LL FINISH HERE FOR TODAY'S LESSON
I'm going to return your test results to you now.

When I call your name, please come up here and get your test.

Even though this is your first test as freshmen, it's still a bit low.

For this test, the average mark was 31 points.
I WANT YOU TO EXPLAIN THIS TO ME. PLEASE COME TO THE PREPARATION ROOM AFTER SCHOOL.

Although he is the valedictorian for his grade, my class is the only one he failed.

I wonder why...

I believe you know why I'm calling you!

Kitou Hijiri-...

Nakatani-sensei!
Ba-thump!

Eh?!

There was something in your hair.
That surprised me.

You can return to your seat now. I see.

Thanks.

He is a really weird kid.

Somehow, he draws people's attention towards him.

So, in a way he's kind of unique.

But ever since the school entrance ceremony, he has had this weird aura around him.

He's handsome.
Does he notice me?

The students with results lower than a 30 have to retake the test. Nakatani-sensei is strict.

Though, we finally have a cute female teacher!

Hey, those are two completely unrelated things!

Huh? You're thinking the same thing, right?
RATTLE

Incoming mail
from Atsuya

Sorry, but I want to break up with you. We haven't gone out on a date in a long time, and at this rate, I think this whole relationship is meaningless.

--- END ---

THOUGH, I REALLY WANT TO GO HOME EARLY TODAY SO THAT I CAN GO TO ATSUYA'S HOUSE.

SCHOOL IS OVER,

BUT I STILL HAVE TO WAIT FOR KITONI-KUN SO THAT I CAN LECTURE HIM.

NO WAY!
HE SENT YOU A BREAK UP MAIL.

YOU AREN'T DATING A DECENT MAN.

NAKATANI-SENSEI.

I wasn't aware of anything.
Did he really know?

AND SO, YOU READ MY MAIL?

THAT'S INVADING MY PRIVACY.

AND SO, YOU READ MY MAIL?

I'M SORRY.

I KNOCKED BUT THERE'S NO REPLY SO I LET MYSELF IN.
AISHITE KUDASAI, SENSEI!

Wait hey!

Aside from that, what was with your recent test?

You didn't answer anything on my test, but you don't have any problems in your other classes, right?

Kitou-kun?

Squeak

My blank test was my silent protest.

Towards you, Nakatani-sensei!

Huh?
AISHITE KUDASAI, SENSEI!

YOU NO LONGER WILL BE ABLE TO USE THAT PHONE.

WHAT HAVE I WAKEN?

ALSO, FOR NOW, MAILS FROM YOUR BOYFRIEND WON'T BE ABLE TO REACH YOU.

AH, BUT THAT'S RUDE OF ME, SO LET ME.

WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU'RE...
What's that...?
His strength is...

overpowering me.

Why is...
this boy...
doing things like this?

SLAP

CLUTCH

No!!

MMMMM!!
STOP IT!

WHAT'S WRONG WITH YOU?

Pout

HAHAHA

HA

You're so strict, just like before.
You haven't changed at all.

What kind of boy is he, Sensei?

Your hands are trembling.
...AYANO-CHAN.

Could it be that you used to be my neighbor?

WHAT DID YOU SAY?...

Has he met me before?

KITOU HIJIRI.

HIJIRI...?
I'm so happy, Ayano-chan.

That's right.

It took you a long time, but I wanted you to remember it by yourself,

so I waited patiently.

It hurts, let me go...

Though it couldn't be helped.

Since, due to my parents' divorce, my surname changed.
SO, THERE WAS NO WAY FOR US TO COMMUNICATE.
I WAS LONELY.

Hijiri...?

THAT HURTS!
YOU HAVE ALSO MOVED AWAY.

NOT LONG AFTER THAT, I MOVED AWAY. IT HAS BEEN EIGHT YEARS SINCE THEN.

ALL THIS TIME, OUCH!

I’VE FINALLY FOUND YOU.

I’VE ALWASY BEEN LOOKING FOR YOU.

I’VE BEEN WANTING TO SEE YOU AGAIN.

IN ORDER TO PURSUE YOU, I CAME TO THIS SCHOOL.
I'VE BEEN IN LOVE WITH YOU FOR EIGHT WHOLE YEARS.

I FINALLY HAVE YOU NOW.

I REALLY LOVE YOU, AYANO-CHAN.
... they were all this man's...

gazes.

All this time,

when I felt gazes burning on my body.
Hijiri has only seven years old then.

We've been separated for eight years.

Hijiri was an obedient and weak child. He was always looking for me, so I walked him home all the time.

In the past, Hijiri was in love with me since then?

I was looking after that cute child.

That's impossible.

After eight years...

Honestly, I really have left without saying anything. After that, Hijiri...

No idea what's going on in his mind.
this whole yearning and loving thing must be some kind of misunderstanding.

Come to think of it.

...during those eight years.

squeee

BA-THUMP

... What...
I want to be with you forever, Ayano-chan.

what has happened...

I don't want to go far away.

to him...?
FOR REAL?

FOR REAL

ME, TOO
I LOVE YOU,
HIJIRI!

BUT, BUT,
I

YOU KNOW,
BOYS AREN'T
SUPPOSED TO CRY.

I LOVE
YOU,
AYANO-
CHAN

WILL YOU
MARRY ME?

THEN, WHEN I
GROW UP,

AYANO-
CHAN, LET'S
EXCHANGE THESE RINGS.

SURE,
IT'S A
PROMISE.

IT'S A
PROMISE.

I DON'T
FORGET,
AYANO-
CHAN.

WHEN I
GROW UP,
I'LL COME
AND PICK IT UP.
I FINALLY HAVE YOU NOW.

jolts

THOUGH IT MUST HAVE MADE QUITE AN IMPACT ON ME

NOT THAT IT MATTERS NOW.

COME TO THINK OF IT YESTERDAY MY BOYFRIEND GAVE ME THE COLD SHOULDER

I EVEN DREAMT ABOUT IT

WELL, IT CAN'T BE HELPED

Nevertheless, I dreamt of something that I've forgotten about.

"EXCHANGE THESE RINGS."
...where did I put it?

That toy ring.

GOOD MORNING, NAKATANI-SENSEI.

YES.

MORNING, YOU'RE HERE EARLY.
It looks like Hijiri has nothing to say about what happened yesterday.

As a teacher, I should have a talk with him, right?

This is...

Exchange these rings.

"Let's..."
Could it be that he has been holding onto this ring this whole time?

I'm sorry.

And thank you.

Then, I'll let you have it, sensei!

It's only a toy ring.

Why would he keep this for such a long time?

You know that having an accessory is prohibited.

This is bad. I have to get it repaired soon.

This morning, when I put it inside my pocket, the chain broke.
BA-DUMP

HAVE YOU ALREADY LOST THE ONE I GAVE YOU?

HEH!

Grabs

THE RING...

Chomp
N-no!!

What's this?

IT HURTS

IT HURTS

PLEASE STOP IT!

PLEASE

Something like this...

drips...

AH!

Bite?

THAT HURTS!!
AH, IT LEFT A MARK.

NOW WILL YOU?

AT LEAST YOU WON'T LOSE YOUR RING AGAIN,

BUT,
SCREECH

S-STAY AWAY FROM ME!!

What's with him?!!

That was so weird!

Why did he do something like that?!?

Even so...
he has been holding onto that ring up until now.

almost like he's still trying to cling to that time.

That's proof enough... of how special it is to him.

School infirmary

The chain may have worn out.

but the ring still looks almost brand new.

SERIOUSLY, WHAT WAS HE THINKING?

WHY DID HE DO THIS?

I HAVE TO TREAT THE WOUND

THE SCHOOL NURSE IS OUT.
After all the trouble I went through to replace the ring,

You shouldn't treat it like that, Ayano-chan.

Do you understand? Now, go back to class.

Moreover, I'm a teacher, and you're just a student here.

So I can't answer your feelings towards me.

What are you saying?

It's normal to treat a wound like this seriously.

Thump

!?
W-What are you doing, Higiri?
Huh?!  

Don't treat that wound.

didn't I already say that?

what are you saying? put me down! Hijiri!!!
You must've thought that my longing for you is just a misunderstanding on my part.

I have loved you for eight years.

Ayano-chan, you must have thought that what I'm doing is very weird.

For a long time, I have had such normal thoughts.
WHAT KIND OF MEN TOUCHE

YOUR LEGS, ARMS, BREASTS, BODY,

I'VE ALSO THOUGHT ABOUT

WHAT KIND OF MAN WOULD PROPOSE TO YOU.

BUT,

WHILE WE WERE SEPARATED

AND LIPS WITH HIS HANDS!!
AND WHAT I FEEL FOR YOU IS NOT STRANGE!
IF THAT ISN'T WHAT YOU CALL LOVE,

WHY WASN'T I BORN BEFORE YOU?
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It's no good...

...I can't look into his eyes... any longer than this.

TELL ME.

SENSEI.
I'm not able to move even an inch away from him.

KYAAA! WHAT'S THIS?! DID SOMEONE TRY TO PULL A PRANK?!

I'll apologize for the medicine shelf.

Oooz, what was I thinking just now?

You should leave now.

THE SCHOOL NURSE IS BACK.
...!!

IT'S ALL RIGHT WITH ME IF YOU MAKE NOISES.
WHAT ARE YOU DOING? LET ME GO!

BUT YOU DO KNOW THAT THE NURSE WILL HEAR YOU, RIGHT, SENSEI?

!!

THIS BRAT! HIS TECHNIQUES.
WHAT DO YOU THINK, SENSEI? AREN'T I PRETTY GOOD?
I am unable to resist him and leave.

I know that very well...

The test was too difficult for the students, so they couldn't have gotten a grade higher than a 30.

That's because you have always been very strict.

The long-awaited, beautiful teacher is very strict.
I think they would be really surprised, what do you think?

Ah...

Oh, right, Ayano-chan, I just remembered something good.
...BECAUSE WHENEVER I SEE THEM

I WANT TO TELL THEM THAT YOU ARE MINE.

THUMP

I WAS THE ONE WHO RUINED YOUR MEDICINE SHELF!!

I'M SORRY!!

Eh?!

WHO'S THERE?

Huh?

No way...

WHAT
That's because you said something stupid, so quickly let go of me.

I'm not going to.

This is serious.

What's going to notice us?

She's going to notice us.

I'll come in if you don't answer my questions.

Hurry up and let go of me!

She can't see us like this!

Are you pulling some kind of prank?

How sick are you?

Please answer me.

She said.

Hi! Hi! Ri!!
I finally set to see your strong-willed expression that I love the most.

Are you okay? Since you aren't answering me.

Ah, that face looks...

So wonderful, Ayano-chan.

Stop it!!
I'm feeling better now.

Yes, I'm sorry.

That was your doing?

Unbelievable...

Ba-Dump

Oh, my! Are you okay?

But I suddenly felt dizzy.

Ba-Dump
That boy, since the beginning, could he have been...

figuring out things like how we can escape things like that and not be seen?

It was a good thing that we didn't get caught.

It's unbelievable!!

What was he thinking?!

If we were seen...

Chemistry Preparation Room

THE NURSE IS GONE NOW.

EVERYTHING IS OKAY AYANO-CHAN

Blush

Something like this...
DOES HE THINK I AM AN IDIOT?
SERIOUSLY....

HOWEVER, I SOMEHOW FEEL OFFENDED.

CONFESSING HIS LOVE
SOMETHING LIKE THAT.

THEN TELL ME WHAT IT'S CALLED?

SURE THAT ISN'T WHAT YOU CALL LOVE.
His words and gazes send shivers... on my whole body... and gazes... such words... through my spine.

No, that's not right. is something that I've been searching for...
IT'S ONLY BECAUSE HE'S YOUNG THAT HIS EMOTIONS ARE RUNNING WILD.

AND THIS REUNION IS JUST FEELING IT.

However, no matter how much I may want it,

and no matter how familiar we are, he's still a student,

and I'm still a teacher.

...........

I have to forget...

about what happened today.
"But, at least you won't lose your ring again, now will you?"

"Let's exchange these rings."

"Ugh..."

"Flinch"

"After all, I've paid equal compensation..."

That's right. Quickly...

"I have to forget about this quickly."
Before I'm swallowed by this emotion.

I have to forget about him.

AYANO-CHAN...

AH, SOME OF THE BLOOD FROM AYANO-CHAN'S WOUND DROPPED ONTO THE BLANKET.

I'M SORRY IF IT HURT.
I LOVE YOU.

Forget...
LET ME HELP YOU.

THANK YOU

DOES IT STILL HURT, AYANO-CHAN?

THE WOUND.

IT'S BETTER NOW.
PASS

But Kitou-kun,

Thanks for helping me.

The bell has already rung,

so return to your class quickly.

Please address me as "Sensei",
not "Ayano-chan".
AYANO-CHAN...?

I'm a teacher, and Hijiri is a student.

Surely my feelings have calmed down now.

WHAT IS AYANO-CHAN THINKING?

WHAT IS AYANO-CHAN THINKING?

I understand that perfectly.

Eventually, Hijiri will snap.
Excuse me, but I don't feel well.

May I go to the infirmary?
Excuse me,

Nakatani-sensei.

I won't change my mind.

Even if you make that kind of expression,
DID YOU REALLY THINK THAT THIS WOULD END?

EVEN IF YOU MAKE THAT EXPRESSION THAT SAYS "YOU AND I ARE JUST STUDENT AND TEACHER."

THAT'S SO MEAN, AVANO-CHAN.

IT LOOKS LIKE SHE ISN'T TAKING US SERIOUSLY.
I won't let it end, Ayano!!

I'm the one who's in pain!

During those eight long years, I have always been thinking about you!
I'M SORRY, BUT...

I WON'T LET YOU ESCAPE FROM ME.

AYANO-CHAN.

I DIDN'T KNOW THAT HE COULD MAKE THAT KIND OF AN EXPRESSION.
DAMN! WHAT WAS I THINKING?

WHAT IS THIS?

I want to meet you for a little while.
Let's go out together.
I'll be waiting at the train station on Sunday at 12 PM.
I'll wait until you come.

DOING SOMETHING LIKE THIS ON HIS OWN.
I WANT TO HAVE A BREAK FROM WORK

I WON'T GO

SOMETHING LIKE THIS.

......

I WON'T GO...

Sunday
It's none of my business. I wonder...

If I don't go there, he can always just return home.

If he's still waiting.

So, it has nothing to do with me.

Huh, it's raining really badly now.

!!

BANG
Is he still waiting there for me?

"I'll wait until you come."

Slam

Ah, whatever!!

These kind of students...

If he waits in the rain without any kind of shelter, there's a big chance he might get sick.

are the most troublesome for any teacher
That's the only reason why I'm going!
He's not here.

RAINS...

RAINS...

I want to take a hot bath... soon.

When it's raining this hard, even using an umbrella is useless. Ah, I'm soaked.

It's been more than 8 hours already.

I knew he wouldn't wait there forever.
I wonder how long...

...he waited for me under this rain?

Has he already returned home?

Hijiri has given up, at least, a little.

That's good.

It means...

Hijiri would wait forever.

didn't really think that...
That's a good thing, right?

But, why...?
If it really is a good thing,
then why is my heart aching?
HIJIRI ...

RATTLES
WHY ...

!? 

...!!

S-NO!!

...!!

S-AM
THAT I'VE SEEN WAITING OUTSIDE YOUR APARTMENT THIS WHOLE TIME, AYANO-CHAN?

WHAT ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT? DIDN'T YOU KNOW

WHY ARE YOU HERE, HIKARI?

I'VE BEEN WATCHING YOU

I SAW YOU WHEN YOU LEFT HERE TO GO TO THE STATION

I ALSO SAW WHEN YOU RETURNED FROM THE STATION

BECAUSE I WASN'T THERE

WHAT
ACTUALLY, I WANTED TO BE SENILE.

IF I WAITED IN THE STATION, IT'LL BE LIKE

"A TEACHER WHO CAME TO SEND HER TROUBLESOME STUDENT HOME OUT OF WORRY."

WHY ARE YOU HERE?

I DON'T SEE YOU AS A TEACHER, AYANO-CHAN.
ISN'T THAT WHAT YOU WERE THINKING?

LOOK

SEEING THE "AYANO-CHAN" WHO LEFT ME ALONE FOR 8 YEARS

I AM

AFTER BEING APART FOR EIGHT YEARS, I REALLY WANTED TO SEE YOU SMILE AT OUR REUNION.

I'M SORRY

ACTUALLY, I WANTED TO BE GENTLE.
I DON'T KNOW ABOUT YOU

YOU STILL AREN'T AWARE OF THIS,

I'M DOING THIS BECAUSE I WANT TO SEE YOU GET ANGRY AND CRY

I'M REALLY SORRY.

FOR DOING SOMETHING LIKE THIS.
...BUT EVERY SINGLE THING ABOUT YOU, AYANO-CHAN.

I WILL MONOPOLIZE. I WILL NOT LET YOU GO.
YOU'RE SO LOVELY, AYANO-CHAN.

DOES IT HURT?

YOU AIN'T IN PAIN, RIGHT?

FOR 8 YEARS.
ABOUT THAT,

OF COURSE I KNOW THAT IT WOULD BE BETTER IF I FELL IN LOVE WITH SOMEONE MY OWN AGE.
YOU ARE THE ONE I WANT, SO I WON'T LET GO OF YOU THAT EASILY.
Such merciless kiss...
THEY GOT WET FROM THE RAIN.
I LOVE YOU.

AYANOCHAN.

I LOVE YOU.

I LOVE YOU.

AH... KISS

I LOVE YOU.

PLEASE STOP HIJIRI!
EVEN IF IT IS AGAINST MY WILL, HE'S GETTING LESS RIDE ABOUT IT!

Hijiri's kisses are...
overflowing with gentleness and love.

Please...

More cruel...
I want you to be more cruel.

Because if it stays this way...

I LOVE YOU

He's kissing all over my body.

AYANO-CHAN,

I LOVE YOU.

I LOVE YOU
I love you.

I'm sared.

This isn't good. I won't human. Please stop.

I love you.
Hiuri will swallow it all.

Whether it's common sense, ethics, or even my heart:

I LOVE YOU

Therefore, I beg you, please, don't call me in such a suffocating voice.

AYANO-CHAN...

Being like this isn't good...

Rains
Yuki: All of my proofreaders really love smut. Even our wonderful translator, Hiku, wants to know why we like smut so much. There's our conversation about smut.

Hiku: What's with you guys and smut?

Ayame: It's the bomb! Smut porn!

SushiTrain: It's what they call 'smutvolution'.

Cheerio: So, Sushi is also a part of 'smutvolution', eh?

SushiTrain: No, I'm not part of it, but your fellow proofreaders are, or maybe just some of them.

Ayame: Boring shoujo. Shoujo boring.

SushiTrain: Shoujo is so cute though.

Pekum: Yeah, but a lot of it has the same plot over and over; it gets boring. At least with smut, you get some variety.

SushiTrain: You mean variety through sex?

Ayame: Well, that's a yes for me. Sushi.

SushiTrain: Eeek! Cool, Ayame. I'm guessing there are also a variety of fetishes in smut then.

Pekum: I meant the plots. But, I guess you could take it that way, too.

Yuki: That's the end of the conversation, so Ayame, what do you think we should do about this?

Ayame: I keep on telling you to get shoujo proofreaders, but no, you didn't listen.

Yuki: But I don't want shoujo releases, I want smut releases.

Ayame: "raises bamboo stick to throw at Yuki"

Yuki: Yikes! Ahem! I mean, please come apply as a shoujo proofreader. Thanks!

Come apply at http://midnight-scans.net or drop us an e-mail at midnight.scans@gmail.com
Happy 2nd Anniversary,
Midnight Scans

Another year has passed by, without us realizing that Midnight Scans is now 2 years old. Indeed, we can say that the staff members, both old and new, have really been so committed to the group by allowing themselves to be sometimes tortured, whipped, and stood by the crazy admins.

We'd like to take this chance to give a shoutout of thanks to all these people:
First, thank you to runners who do me one huge favor, and that is by bullying a crazy admin, so that the mentioned admin could stay sane with us. Second, the entire MS family would like to thank everyone for being patient with us. (Yes, fishie. That includes you.) Last, we could not miss thanking Shinji, Quon Mao, and Mao, the mysterious dudes who stay in our staff room, entertaining us with their weird stories of their coughprivatescough.

Now we do a shoutout of thanks to the staff members.

To our dearest scanners, Alex and Eric, thank you so much for being so patient with me and I often say, “Let's get this, this and this,” which ended up stacking you with more and more work. Without you two, we will never have great scans. As what Kushtarip had said, you guys are my favorite for giving me such great scans.

To the translators, I just can't stop loving you. You've been constantly providing me more and more translations without you all, we'll not be whole. Thank you for all your work and keep them coming.

To the PR team, thank you for allowing yourselves to be poked, stuffed, and yelled at. I'm forever in your debt, and yes, I'll do my best to bring in more scan manga. As per request by Ayachan, keep up the good work. I love you guys!!!

To our small team of editors, thank you so much for your hard work and effort you give in editing as fast you could. So we all could have the releases out there. As sith said, we should be honoring you guys since you are the ones who face hardships of removing those crazy sex and of redrawing and cloning till everything is perfect.

Lastly, to our dearest fans and kids, thank you for all your wonderful comments and the not so wonderful comments that you give. We're happy that you appreciate our works, and we hope that we continue receiving more of those lovely comments.
Happy Birthday, OrenjiYume!

May your birthday be filled with love and may all of your wishes come true.

Enjoy your special day! Digit a whole box of cake.

SushiTrain - Orenji

I hope you have an awesome day, and don't forget to eat lots and lots of cake! ^-^

Happy Birthday and a wish for many more happy ones to come.

Go have lots of cakes, and demand lots of presents XD

And best of all, enjoy your day!

Cherish

Happy Birthday
OrenjiYume

"sweet genuine birthday wishes" No, just kidding.
But sincerely hope your day is a great one! Your thorough work as a translator is much appreciated.

Create

Hello OrenjiYume-san,
pleased to meet you and happy birthday! ^-^ Hope this year will be a better year for you <3 We might haven't known each other but I hope you don't mind one or two congratulations from me? ^-^ Once again, Happy birthday! <3

Dear Ramshen,
Happy Birthday!! It's been a year for us and I'd love to say thank you so much for sticking by with me. Thanks for so much hard done quality work. I wish you all the best in 2010, may you'll be bless with more happiness than the last year and may all things run as smooth as the river far you now and you enjoy your takings.

wriggles#kisskiss
love
atty
Credits

Scanner: Seventhmoon
Editor: Mya
Translator: Hika
Proofreader: ayachan & Yuki
Reader XXX, we have a ton of projects, and 70% of them are smut based.

Erim, our shoujo addiction does not feel shy because that is not a crime.

We need more cleaners, editors, and also Japanese translators.

Oh my god, I wonder if this can be serious.

Erim, but what kind of help do you need?

You have come to the right place for your smut and shoujo addiction. Do not feel shy because that is not a crime.

So, you've heard that we are recruiting, which has led you to us.

Did our smut series bring you here? Or, was it the fact we had not released what that made you want to help?

Erim...
I'd love to help you out. Just tell me what you need of me, and I'll give it to you.

Are you ready to help us with our smut and shoujo addiction? If yes, come join us. We will not mistreat you. I will be with you every step of the way.
Rains...

Being like this...

...is no good...
HIJIRI

I LOVE YOU

AYANO-CHAN

LOVE YOU

UHGH... No...

No...

I LOVE YOU

I LOVE YOU

AYANO-CHAN
DO YOU PLAN TO KEEP DOING THIS?

HOW LONG

BITEs

Don’t!

IF YOU WANT MY BODY, THEN DO IT QUICK.

AFTER YOU'RE DONE, PLEASE GO HOME.
AH, JUST AS I THOUGHT.

EVER SINCE BEFORE, AYANO-CHAN'S ANGRY FACE IS THE LOVELIEST.

BY THE WAY, WHEN YOU SAID...

"JUST DO IT QUICKLY."

THAT'S WHY OUR CURRENT SITUATION IS LIKE A DREAM TO ME.

SINCE THAT TIME ON, I REALLY LOVED AYANO-CHAN.

EVER SINCE WE WERE SMALL.

YOU'RE OFTEN MAD AT ME.
BECAUSE,

I WILL SPEND THE WHOLE NIGHT NEXT TO AYANO-CHAN

I WILL MONOPOLIZE YOU

HOW LONG I HAVE LOVED YOU

I WOULDN'T DO THAT

I WON'T DO MEAN THINGS TO AYANO-CHAN
AISHITE KUDASAI, SENSEI

I LOVE YOU, AYANO-CHAN.
AYANO-CHAN...

AYANO-CHAN

AYANO-CHAN

AYANO-CHAN

AYANO-CHAN
Calling my name in such a lovely voice...

Continuously giving me gentle kisses...

All over my body...

AYANO CHAN...

A part of...

Hijiri's thoughts for 8 years...

Common sense or ethics...

Those things are...
AYANO-CHAN!

Everything...

I could feel it...

will be gulped down.
Mornin' man! What? They stayed like that for the whole night...

The morning has come, Ayano-chan.

Aw, man.
Ba-THUMP
Morning?

Morning...
It'll be a bit painful when I unfasten it.

NOW IT'S ALREADY TIME.
I'll let you go.

it's already morning.

WHAT IS IT, AYANO-CHAN?

HURPRI

SLIDES

How about another morning?
Pull back

Clutch

Gasp

...!!

Did I just... pull him...

I got it

For a kiss?

Go home, quick

Then go to school.
What was I...

I'm borrowing your bathroom.

I'm like that until morning.

 Seriously, what was that?

However...

That boy, he really did it.
"I LOVE YOU, AYANO-CHAN."

But, why did I want something more than that?

Was it because...

Monopolizing me...
Kissing me all over my body...
Calling my name...

As I thought,
Hijiri is capable of doing something like that.
Yeah, surely.

It's the tight binding that made me feel like he held me close.

To think that way...

Am I just dragged into Hiiro's violent desires?

...I thought that I wanted...

to be lifted and held in his arms?
But still,

I'm...

I've started to feel something towards Hijiri.

I understand them all.

Things that I've said to other students.

The danger of being with Hijiri...

NO WAY. I really shouldn't think that way.

I have to calm down.

He's still a student.

...!!
SERIOUSLY, I JUST SMOKE SOMETIMES.

THE SMELL IS ALL OVER THE PLACE.

BESIDES, YOU HAVE TO PREPARE FOR SCHOOL.

GO HOME NOW.

AYANO-CHAN IS SMOKING A CIGARETTE.

I UNDERSTAND.

SAY, AYANO-CHAN.

I THINK THAT PEOPLE SMOKE...

...TO CALM DOWN.
SEE YOU AT SCHOOL, NAKATANI-SENSEI.

SLAM

AYANO-CHAN

WHY DO YOU WANT TO BE CALMED DOWN?
The way that I am...

I have to refuse Hijiri bluntly.

He noticed my feelings.

It can't be...

It's just his confidence.

So I have to stop it.

Somehow... Soon...

Hijiri is with a girl.

That's weird.
AISHITE KUDASAI, SENSEI!

SAY KITOU-KUN, HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT OF GOING OUT WITH A GIRL?

HOW ABOUT ME? DON'T YOU LIKE ME?

SENSEI, WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

BUT...

WHY AM I HIDING?

TURNS

Eh?!

Someone is confessing to Hiiro?!!

BUT HIS DILIGENCE AND SERIOUSNESS MAKE HIM SPLENDID

THAT'S RIGHT

BUT...

SO IT'S ANOTHER CONFESSION FOR HIM

THAT'S RIGHT

WHAAAAAT?... IT'S NOTHING!
Because Hijiri is a high school student, such a thing isn’t surprising.
WELCOME,

AYANOCHAN.

FINALLY, TODAY'S CLASSES ARE OVER.

I DON'T WANT TO MEET HIJIRI. SO I BETTER GO HOME EARLY.

slides

Pushes

HIJIRI...
I feel lonely today, since I don't have Ayano-chan's class.

SAY, CAN I GO TO YOUR HOUSE TONIGHT?
If you want a girlfriend, go date a high school student.

You can't come to my house again.

You can't do that.

I don't remember becoming your girlfriend.

Someone confessed to you during lunch break, right?

 Aren't you popular?

I heard it from your friend which reminds me.
ARE YOU JEALOUS, AYANO-CHAN?

"HIZIRI IS A SPLENDID GUY."
AISHITE KUDASAI, SENSEI!

“I LOVE YOU!”

...THAT’S RIGHT...
I have never thought I’d feel this much.

Hijiri has seduced me.

And clearly.

...about my jealousy.

even I was surprised at myself.

Seeing myself confessing to Hijiri?
And clearly,

I realize that.

I'M SO HAPPY, AYANO-CHAN.
That's why...

I LOVE YOU TOO.

I have to...

AYANO-CHAN...

BUT,

I CANNOT BE YOURS.

Let go of Hijiri's hand...

Immediately...
I can't jeopardize my current position as your teacher.

If you want to be dazed in passion,

Hijiri, were you satisfied back then?

I can't answer to Hijiri's feelings.

You should get a girlfriend around your age.

I can't do anymore than this.

I don't intend to answer it.
EVERYTHING ABOUT ME.

AND MAKE SURE THAT YOU FORGET.

YOU NO LONGER HAVE BUSINESS HERE.

DON'T COME HERE ANYMORE.
HOLD IT, AYANO-CHAN!
AISHITE KUDASAI, SENSEI

WE HAVE TO TREAT THE WOUND QUICKLY.

SOMETHING LIKE THIS IS...

WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU'RE DOING?

WHAA...

YOU'RE WRONG!

THAT'S NOT IT!

I'M GLAD.

AYANO-CHAN RETURNED.
Squeeze

AYANO-CHAN.

THERE'S NO NEED FOR SUCH THING.

WHEN WE'RE SEPARATED FOR 8 YEARS.

EVER SINCE I WAS SMALL,

I HAVE ALWAYS WAITED.

I'M WAITING FOR THE DAY WHEN AYANO-CHAN WILL SAY...

...THAT SHE LOVES ME!

IF THAT'S THE CASE.
KEEP THAT IN MIND.

I WOULDN'T LISTEN TO ANY ATTEMPTS YOU MAKE TO REJECT ME.
AYANO-CHAN IS MINE.

AS I AM YOURS.

I LOVE YOU, AYANO-CHAN...

I LOVE YOU

I LOVE YOU

I LOVE YOU.
I knew that Hijiri had a girlfriend.

And the next day...
ding-dong
Ah... That girl is his girlfriend.

She's the one who confessed.

It somehow surprised me that she's a bit gaudy.

Slam

Thud
But, I know that he's going out with that girl just to make me jealous.

Ah... and what happened with Hijiri...

...is completely normal for a high school student...

Maybe he has focused his feelings on her when they're together.

When he says to that girl...

"I love you..."

He can't stand my jealousy.

Since they're both high school students, that's fine.

I have decided to wait for Hijiri.

Ba-thump
I know it.

Because...

I can't help for not doing so.
Hijiri...

AYANO-CHAN...
I can't follow your way of thinking.

After this, I have to pass by Houri's class.

It's easy. I can go through it...
AISHITE KUDASAI, SENSEI
AYANO-CHAN IS PRETTY TODAY TOO.

SO UNLIKE AYANO-CHAN.

HOW LONG SHOULD I KEEP MY PATIENCE LIKE THIS?

I LOVE EVERYTHING ABOUT YOU...

PRETTY LEGS, AND BREASTS...

I WANT TO TOUCH THEM.

I WANT TO TOUCH AYANO-CHAN.

TO BE FOOLED BY SOMETHING TERRIBLE.

I LOVE YOUR EYES.
I LOVE YOUR HAIR.

I LOVE YOUR LIPS.
Whenever I see him at school, his girlfriend always tags along.

Nothing has changed.

Like normal high school students.

Ever since that time, Hijiri is always with his girlfriend.

Always.

What should I do to make you mine?

Hey...

It's Hijiri's class after this.

Answer me, Ayanō-chan.
YES IT'S ALL RIGHT.

HIJIRI IS MY STUDENT AFTER ALL.

At this rate, everything between me and Hijiri is over.

I'm fine ending it like this...

NAKATANI-SENSEI,

I'M HERE TO SUBMIT THE PRINTS.
Your bandage is loose.

Put it over there.

Hijiri is... having a bad mood?

But the wound is almost completely healed.

Ah, you're right.
Would you fix it for me?

I can't do it myself.

Hijiri's... warmth...

It's been a while since I felt it.

But...

I feel calm.

This is wrong but,
Now, what is Hīrī...?

What is he thinking now?

There it's done

Ah... as I thought.

Ayano-chan's hands are pretty.

Huh?!
Hijiri was it...

...because of me?

EXTREME FATIGUE?

THUD

Hijiri?!

HE HASN'T SLEPT OR EAT MUCH

LET HIM HAVE SOME REST TODAY, THEN HE'LL BE FINE.
SUDDENLY COLLAPSED.

No, I can't.

I shouldn't feel happy.

It's wrong...

ARE YOU AWAKE HIJIRI?

YOU SUDDENLY COLLAPSED.
DON'T TOUCH ME WITH YOUR FILthy HAND!
THIS IS MY LIMIT.

Slides

Throw

EHP! Hijiri!

Chemistry Preparation Room
AYANO-CHAN!
AH...

AYANO-CHAN...

AYANO-CHAN, LOVE...

I LOVE YOU, LOVE YOU...

I WANT TO TOUCH YOU

IT'S NOT ENOUGH
JUST FINGERS AIN'T ENOUGH

PANT

PANT
I LOVE YOU!

MORE THAN ANYTHING.
AISHITE KUDASAI, SENSEI

Hijiri, are you here?

Hijiri?

He already left...?
SAY, AYANO-CHAN,

I HAVE A REQUEST FOR YOU.
BECAUSE

Huh?

AND HIDE HERE AND LISTEN UNTIL IT'S FINISHED

AFTER THIS, I WANT YOU TO STAY ALERT.

AND THEN

SURELY

AND THEN, WHEN IT'S OVER,

Squeeze
RUN AWAY.

I WILL LET AYANO-CHAN...
So-thump
So-thump

What is it, Hijiri?
BA-THUMP

Why did he bring her here?

What? His girlfriend?

Why is this room so messy?

WELL...

Why did you call me to this place, Hijiri...?
AISHITE Kudasai Sensei

I wasn't feeling good just a while ago. It made me slightly nervous.

What are they doing?!

But are you okay doing it in a place like this?

You can do anything to me.

"I want you to stay alert."

Hold it.

What are they doing?

And listen until the end.

Ah... well, I'm fine as long as you don't mind.
Don't tell me...

They're doing it here?

...embracing someone else?

Close
LOVE YOU!
LOVE YOU!

"I LOVE YOU."

Ah... Now,

Hijiri's voice, his lips, his hands,
everything of his...

I HAVE TO STOP SUCH THOUGHTS

NO.
...is on another girl...
WHY DID YOU DO THAT?!

WHY DIDN'T YOU LISTEN TO MY LOVE-MAKING?

I SENT HER AWAY!

WHY?

SUCH A THING.

HIJIRI!
YOUR GIRLFRIEND?

BUT THAT'S NOT A PROBLEM NOW.

WE PARTED IN RAGE.

I GAVE IT UP HALF-WAY.
"WHY"?!

I WANTED TO MAKE LOVE TO AYANO-CHAN!

GET THAT ALREADY!

I WANTED TO TOUCH AYANO-CHAN MORE THAN THAT I WANT TO DO IT ONE WAY OR ANOTHER.

SERIOUSLY, JUST KISSING ISN'T ENOUGH.

I HAVEN'T DONE IT UNTIL NOW, NOT ONCE.

Clench
I really love Ayano-chan.

Nobody but you.

I have loved you as a man.

I am yours.

Did you think you could stop me?

It was mean of you to wait.

You're wrong not anymore.

From the day when I first met you,
If Hijiri is focusing his feelings on another girl.

It's fine by me.

Though I told myself that I'm fine,

actually,

I am helpless.

It's just my confidence.

...KNOW THAT PART REALLY WELL.
Thus, I am...

...relying on Hijiri's patience.

AYANO-CHAN...

“HIJIRI IS A STUDENT.”

“I'M A TEACHER.”

THEN, WHY DID I SAY IT?
Ah, just a little of it left...
Both reason and common sense are breaking down.

Say, am I that kind of woman?
Was it broken as I wait for Hijiri?
Is it really broken?

Hijiri...

Pulls
Hijiri...
Hijiri.

Love you.

I love you.
AYANO-CHAN...

AYANO-CHAN...

AYANO-CHAN...
FINALLY

FINALLY
I CAN
HEAR IT

FINALLY

AYANO-CHAN...
AYANO-CHAN...

I LOVE YOU.

FINALLY,

I CAUGHT YOU.
Hijiri already caught me in his hand.

Isn't that so.

Hijiri?

But apart from that, all this time,

from the very start.

Chemistry Preparation Room
I LOVE YOU, AYANO-CHAN.

More than anything.

I love you...
Happy 2nd Anniversary, Midnight Scans

Another year has passed by, without us realizing that Midnight Scans is now 2 years old. Indeed, we can say that the all the staff members, both old and new, have really been committed to the group by allowing themselves to be sometimes tortured, whipped, and stabbed by the crazy admins.

We'd like to take this chance to give a shout out of thanks to all these people. First, thanks goes to Rumi, who does me one huge favor, and that is by bullying a crazy admin, so that the mentioned admin could stay sane with us. Second, the entire MS family would like to thank everyone who allows us to make use of his wonderful Toriko. We just would like to say sorry whenever we see Toriko being raped by our fans. Third, is for our wonderful friends from our joint groups for being patient with us (yes, fishie. That includes you.) Last, we could not miss thanking Shinjin, Quon, Han, and Masco, the 4 mysterious dudes who camp in our staff room, entertaining us with their weird stories of their coughprivately/vomits
dough

Now we go to Aty's moment of thanks to the staff members.

To our dearest scanners, Aeriyes and Marcy,

Thank you so much for being so patient with me and I often say, "let's get this, this and this", which ended up stacking you with more and more work without you two. We will never have great scans as what Susantrim had said. You guys are my favorite for giving me such great scans.

To the translators,

I just can't stop loving you, you've been constantly providing me more and more translations without you all, we'll not be whole. Thank you for all your works and keep them coming.

To the dearest PR team,

Thank you for allowing yourselves to be poked, stabbed and yelled at. I'm forever in your debt, and yes, I'll do my best to bring in more scans as per request by Ayashan. Keep up your good work. I love you guys!!!

To our small team of editors,

Thank so much for your hard work and effort you give in editing as fast you could just so we all could have the reading out there. As Heo said, we should be honoring you guys since you are the ones who face hardships of removing those crazy SFX and of redrawing and cloning till everything is perfect.

Lastly to our dearest fans/boys,

Thank you for all your wonderful comments and the not so wonderful comments that you give. We're happy that you appreciate our works, and we hope that we continue hearing more of those lovely comments.
Reader XXX, we have a ton of projects, and 70% of them are smut based.

Erim, are you looking for help with your smut and shoujo addiction? Do not feel shy because that is not a crime.

We need more writers, editors, and also Japanese translators.

Erim, I'd love to help you out. Just tell me what you need, and I'll give it to you.

Are you ready to help us with our smut and shoujo addictions? If yes, come join us. We will not mistreat you. I will be with you every step of the way.
I want to touch you...
and embrace you.
I love you.
I really do love you.
I love you, Ayano-chan.
And... now that I've finally caught you,
there is no way...

At last, I have finally caught you.
And now, I will never let you go, Sensei.

Haruko Kurumatani

Story

One day, Mikoto was told by her Chemistry teacher, Ayano, that he has been in love with her ever since he was a child. Eight years ago, when he was a little kid, he lived in her neighborhood, and she has always been in love with her ever since that time. Rejected by the treatment, he moved away and even changed his name, but now, she has discovered his true identity.

And now, let go of your forbidden love?